
Spelling Lesson 25 - The Fun They Had  

idea  Sentence: I thought of an idea to solve the problem. Definition: something thought or imagined 

lion   Sentence: A lion is a big cat with a mane.  Definition: a large member of the cat family with a mane 

usual  Sentence: I follow my usual routine every day. Definition: established by custom or habit 

radio  Sentence: A good song was playing on the car radio. Definition: device that plays music and sounds 

liar  Sentence: A liar does not tell the truth. Definition: one who does not tell the truth 

poem  Sentence: My favorite type of poem is a sonnet. Definition: written work that uses verse 

India  Sentence: New Delhi is the capital of India.  Definition: large Asian country whose capital is New Delhi 

piano  Sentence: Play the sonata on the grand piano. Definition: musical instrument with a full keyboard 

January  Sentence: January is the first month of the year. Definition: the first month in the calendar year 

quiet  Sentence: Be quiet during the test and do not talk. Definition: silent and not speaking 

poet  Sentence: The poet wrote a rhyming verse for the book. Definition: a person who writes poems or verses 

science  Sentence: We learn about the Earth in science. Definition: study of facts, principles and methods 

diary  Sentence: I keep a diary to write my daily memoirs in. Definition: a book used to record private 

experiences 

violin  Sentence: Her small violin sounds like a high-pitched cello. Definition: four-stringed instrument played 

with a bow 

period  Sentence: We sat quietly for a long period of time. Definition: an interval of time 

February  Sentence: February is the second month of the year. Definition: second calendar month of the year 

cereal  Sentence: Corn flakes are a type of breakfast cereal. Definition: breakfast food product made from 

grain 

video  Sentence: We recorded a video of my preschool play. Definition: a visual recording of an event 

meteor  Sentence: A shooting star is really a meteor.  Definition: a fragment of rock, ice, or metal that burns 

up in the Earth's atmosphere 

rodeo  Sentence: The rodeo featured cowboys riding bulls. Definition: an exhibition showcasing cowboys' skills 


